
A ROOM AI THE TOP

by Roger Underwood

Sirce the eoily 1970s, fire detection in our forests
has been canied out by light aircraft using 'high tech'

sys[ems - but it wasn't always so.

For a j)-year period in \Yestem AusnaLia's hismrt,
a sebct band of men and, women eamed thzir liuiig

spotnng bushfires from tinl cabins bo\ted. into the
tops of karri trees. CN,M' s Roger Unlerwood tells
of the foresters who conreived andbuih the world-

famous bokout trees of the kari cowttry .



LTHOUGH the great lookouts of
the karri forest are famous

throughout the world, they certainly
weren't the first lookouts to be built on
trees. According to forestry legend, the
first tree lookouts were constructed in
Europe for military reasons. In Western
Australia, the first treetop lookout was
built in a tuart tree in Kings Park, but its
purpose was not to spot bushfires. In the
days before telegraph and telephone, the
Kings Park tree was used to spot ships
coming into Fremantle, and the job of
the spotter was to make sure that news of
this significant event was passed on as
quickly as possible tothecolonists in the
fledgling settlement of Perth, who were
always hungry for news of the outside
world.

Soon after the turn of the century,
when bushfire spotting became an
imperative for early foresten and settlers,
the first tree lookouts were constructed
in the tuart forest at Ludlow and on
powderbark ridges in the DryandraState
Forest. One of the latter (the Lol Grey
Tree) still eisis, and wm recently restored
by volunteer enthusiasts.

But ifyou mention tree lookout towers
to Western Australians, they will im-
mediately conjure up an image of the
Gloucester Tree near Pemberton, the
Diamond Tree near ManjimuP or the
BooraraTree near Northcliffe. These are
the world-famous lookouts of the karri
country.

LOOKING FOR FIRE
Fire is a good servant, but it makes a

bad enemy. Fire provides warmth and
cooks our food; it tempers metals and
allows us to make toolsand machines;it
canbeusedto clearthe bush for crops or
pasture, and to tegenerate forests. Butin
the wrong place, fire can kill, destroy,
maim or disfigure.

The Aboriginal people of Western
Australia used fire to fashion the
environment to their advantage. To the
first settlers and to early Western
Australian foresters, however, fire was
basically seen as an enemy. The strategy
was one of'find and destroy'.

But finding a forest fire is not as easy
as it sounds, especially if you want to
have a good chance to put it outwhile it
is still small. Firefighters have the best
chance ofsuccess if they can get to a fire
in its early stages. 'A little fire is quickly
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I Wildfire in the Walpole-Nornalup
I National Park.
I Photo - Cerard van Didden a

I The aftermath of a fierce forest fire.
I Photo - wade Hughes / Lochman
I Transparencies >

I Previous page: Dick Sprogue loDping
I off the crown of a tree selected as a
I fire-observation tower.
Photo - Published in l'la/trarorr, July 1948,
photographer unknown. AII reasonable steps
have been taken to trace the copyright owner.

trodden out,' as Shakespeare says, \^,hich,
being suffer'd, rivers cannot quench.'
This is why bushfire lookout systems
have been designed to spot the first telltale
wisp of smoke above the tree tops.

When foresters first began to install
a network of fire lookouts across the
forests of the South West, they began in
the northern jarrah forest, in the hills
east ofPerth. Here they found a series of
outstanding peaks from which there was
a commanding view over the foresL There
was no need to climb trees, or construct
tall towers. All that was needed was a
short wooden structure to support a
cabin from which the lookoutman or
woman could survey the countryside.
l,ookouts quickly spnng up on Mt Gungir!
Mt Dale, Mt Solus, Mt Wells and manY
others across the northern jarrah forest.

Down in the karri country, things
were a bit different. There were no
domirnting hills, and karri trees are more
than twice as tall as northern jarrah.

Besides, climbing karri trees, whose huge
trunk soared up to 40 metres before the

first branches, was a rather different
kettle of fish to climbing tuarts or
powderbark wandoo hees. Itwas a problem
that defied solution for many years.

But the bigger the problem, the better
the people who tackle and eventually
solve it. Four outstanding men emerged
in the karri country in the 1930s, and it
was thank to theiy vision, shll and courage
that the the karri lookout trees came
about. The men were Dick Sprogue, Jack
Watson, Don Stewart and George
Reynolds.

DICK SPROGUE
Sprogue was an immigrant timber

worker, famous as an axeman and a
dare-devil. He was the first to scale to the
top of a living karri, which he did bY
driving in a series of shorl pointed wooden
stakes to form a crude ladderway straight
up the side of the trunk. Once up in the
crown he would hoist up his axe and set
about lopping offthe top ofthe tree. The
purpose of this was often to make the
tree easier to fell, or to try to ensure that



when it did fall it did not damage some
valued asset in the forest such as a bridge
or railway line. Another purpose, perhaps,
was to provide an outlet for Sprogue's
unique fearlessness and axemanship.
Maybe he was also something of a
showman ... all the photographs of his
exploits show a throng of bushmen
watching on!

Sprogue not only showed that it was
possible to get to the top of the giant
karri trees; he also reported on the
stupendous view from up there. the word
didn't take long to reach the ears of
foresters Watson and Stewart.

JACKWATSONAND DON
STEWART

Sometime in the mid-1930s, pre-
sumably after a chat with Dick Sprogue
and probably after a trip up one of his
pegged trees, Jack Watson (a field forester)
and Don Stewart (a professional forester
not long out ofuniversity) conceived the
idea ofthe karri tree lookouts. They put
the idea to the test immediately. As a
pilot project, a tall marri tree on a ridge
west of Manjimup was pegged and a
'crow's nest' built in the branches.
AccordinE to Stewart, 'theview exceeded
all expectations'. The search fortallkarri
trees as a basis for a lookout network
began.

But p€gging trees is a long and arduous
process. Many days' work could come to
naughtifthe tree was pegged by the Dick
Sprogue method, scaled, and then found
to be unsatisfactory. So Watson came up
with the idea of climbing-irons and ropes.
With sharp spikes strapped to the instep

of his boots and ropes around his waist
and the tree trunk, Watson was able to
\ralk' up the ta.llest hee and then scramble
about in the branches checking its
suitability for a lookout. Stewart also
mastered this remarkable feat and,
between the two ofthem, dozens oftrees
were scaled. Eventually those to be
converted into lookouts were selected.

GEORGE REYNOLDS
After Watson and Stewart had selected

the trees, it became George Reynolds'
job tobuild the lookouts. Reynolds was a
forestry worker and an experienced
bushman. Like Sprogue, he was a fearless
and highly skilled axeman. In a manner
far removed from that of the safety-
conscious foresters of today, Reynolds
could be found swinging his axe high in
the top of the karri trees. He disdained
the use of safety belts, and his songs and

I The modern lookout tower of the
I Dryandra State Forest, in Western
I Australia's Wheatbelt.
Photo - Marie Lochman Y

I The BooraYa Tree lookout was
I constructed in 1952 and is now a
I tourist atbaction.
Photo - Jiri tochman v

I The famous Gloucester TYee,
I photographed in the early 1950s, is
I still visited by some 200 000 people
each year.
Photo - CALM
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. T R E E - T O P  V I S I T O R S .
By J. E. Watson
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answer all their tequirements Today this noble tree.
they at la$t found one specimen, shom of its leafy crown, suppoats
more magnificent than its ifl in irs t[.,ge topped_off uranches a
fellows, rising from its native look-our cabin 200 feet from fte
eafih, as only karri can - a clean ground, but irs neighbours still
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Using a tree-cl imbing bees, while bul l-ants and
technique he had master€d, one opossums pursue their way up
of the foresters commenced the and down smooth karri trunls.
ascent of this uee in order to make observations from its
crown and so determine whether oi not the site was suitable
for the construction of a look-out tower.

As the climber proceeded higher and higher, the
remendous physical effon needed brought out beads of
perspiration. This moisture attracted bees, which settled on
his alms but did not sting, being intent on other business.

The climber was now well amongsr the foliage and here
were the palakeets, as the tree was in full flower. Their low

Reproduced courtesy of ahe West AusEali4n



humorous comments would ring out
through the forest as he worked.

Reynolds would construct a lookout
as follows. Firstly, he would study the
configuration ofthe branches way above
and, working backwards, he would
calculate where to instnll the first peg at
ground level. Next, using a two-inch
augur he would start hand-drilling holes
deep into the tree, and into each hole he
would hammer a wooden peg. Clambering
up onto the peg, he would drill the next
hole and bang in another peg, and so on
up the tree. Each peg would be offset so
as to make a spiral ladderway up and
around the tree's bole. Once the branches
were reached. Reynolds would call for
his razor-sharp Plumbaxe, andprune off
the great limbs. Once, during the
construction of the Gloucester Tree, a
falling limb swept out 15 metres ofpegs
on the tree bole. Unperturbed, Reynolds
camped in the tree crown for several
hours while an assistant repegged the
damaged section.

The ladderway completed, Reynolds
and his mate would rig up a flying fox to
hoist up timbers, bolts, roofing iron,
nails and windows and build the cabin,
bolting the whole structur€ firmly into
the topmost forks.

Between 1939 and 1952, eight karri
tr€e lookouts were constructed: Big Tree,
Gardner Tree One, Gardner Tree TWo,
Diamond Tree, Pemberton Tree,

GloucesterTree, BeardTree and Boorara
Tree. Eventually the Big Tree, Gardner
One and Pemberton Tree were abandoned.
The others operated each summer,
providing a unique bushfire spotting
service for the karri country, until the
advent of spotter aircraft in the early
1970s.

THE TREES TODAY
Ofthe eight original karri tree towers,

only three survive - the GloucesterTree,
Boorara Tree and Diamond Tree.
Maintenance work has been
recommended for the Diamond and
Boorara Trees, to preserve as long as
possible these features of the forest. Of
the three, however, only the Cloucester
Tree is still safe to climb.

The Beard Tree became so rottenand
dangerous it had to be felled. The
Pemberton Tree was also dangerous (it
stood at the back door of the old forestry
office in Pemberton), and after several
efforts to maintain it, it too had to be
felled. The Big Tree, by tragic irony, was
burnt down in a bushfire some years
after it had been abandoned. The Gardner
One and Gardner Two Trees both still
stand, but the tops were snapped off
during severe storms.

The Gloucester Tree was a tourist
attraction ftom the start. Originally called
East Tree, it was renamed after a visit to
the construction site by the then Govemor

I Sunrise over the karri forest, taken lrom
I the Mt Frankland lookout.
I Photo - Jiri Lochman  

General of Australia, the Duke of
Gloucester. It is still climbed each year
by hundreds of intrepid forest visitors.
Just as impoftantly, the tree is still used
for fire spotting, as a back-up to the
aircraft under certain weather conditions.

There is, however, a brand new lookout
tree in the karri country. During 1988,
CALM constructed the Bicentennial Tree
in the Warren National Park, just south
of Pemberton. This superb lookout was
constructed using a technique quite
different from that of Ceorge Reynolds.
Instead of lopping off the tree's crown,
the cabin hx been built into the branches
in such a way as to minimise dama5le to
the tr€e. It is expect€d that this will
prolong the life of the lookout indefinitely,
thus providing a fire detection platform
in one of our most famous karri forest
parks, and a special point of interest for
forest visitors. o
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Public anareness and inaoluement is
aital in the conseruation of WA's rare
and endangered flora. Page 49.

Ten WA mammal species haue become
e inct in the last 200 years. Wat can
be done to snsure no more are lost
foreter? Page 28.

Forests protect our enuironment. Theg
abo prouide timber. How do we strike
a balance? Tum to page 35.
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In the cmtral Kimberleg, a screw-pine-
surrounded creek - just one of the
threatened areas in this fragile
frontier. Tum to page 22.

Until 1984 more uas knoum about
uhat uas undemeath the Nullarbor
than uhat Das on top. But uith such a
uast area to stud!, uhere do ue start?
See page 16.
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G R O W I N G  I N  A  W I L D  S T A T E
DAVTD COATES AND NEVttLE MARCHANT .......................... 49

l N  P E R S P E C T 1 V E . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4
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E N D A N G E R E D
THE BINDOON STARBUSH

U R B A N  A N T I C S  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 4

best-knoum inhabitants of westem
Australia's coastal uaters. But thk
unioue arm is aho home to an aston-
ishing range of maine llora and
fauna, from sea-turtles and coral reefs
in the north to sea-orass banks and
great white sharksin lhe nuth.
See page 10.

Illustrated bU Martin Thompson.
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